The Renaissance Brussels is located opposite the European Parliament and near the EU Headquarters, within walking
distance of the Royal Palace, the park Leopold and the city centre.
Coming from Aachen / Liège :
 Just before Brussels, the motorway splits into different lanes, follow direction "centre" (go into tunnel)
 At the end of the tunnel, continue on Cortenberg Avenue to Place Schuman
 Place Schuman is a roundabout, engage on the roundabout, take the second right, direction "centre" (Rue de la
Loi)
 After passing the exit of a tunnel, join the left lane
 Take the first street on the left (Rue de Trèves)
 Go straight until Luxembourg Square (The European Parliament is on your left)
 Make a right on the square
 On the roundabout, take the second right (Rue du Luxembourg)
 Take the first on the left (Rue Marie de Bourgogne)
 Take the first on the left, you are now on Rue du Parnasse
 The Hotel is on your right. The parking entrance is situated before the Hotel.
Coming from The Netherlands / Antwerp :
 Follow E19 to the Ring motorway around Brussels
 Get on the Ring while taking direction
Liège / Leuven (E40)
 Take exit E40 (Liège, Brussels) direction Brussels
 Then, follow the instructions as above

Coming from Mons / Charleroi / Namur:
 Take E19 direction Brussels
 Just before Brussels, take East Ring Brussels
(Follow directions for Liège, Waterloo,
Zaventem , Namur )
 Take exit E40 (Liège, Brussels) direction Brussels
 Then, follow the instructions as above

Coming from direction Oostende / Brugge / Gent:
 Follow the E40 to get to Brussels
 At the end of the motorway, follow “Centre” signs and get into the tunnel under the Basilica Church
 Follow tunnels inner ring road and after 5 tunnels exit for Ring, Zaventem , EU Communities
 At the traffic light, make a left into Rue Belliard. Stay on right lane.
 Take the 4th street on the right. (Rue Marie de Bourgogne)
 At the end of the road, the street splits in 2, make a left and you are on Rue du Parnasse.
 The Hotel is on your right. The parking entrance is situated before the Hotel.

